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UNTHA live at IFAT 2022 

More live demonstrations than ever before, more hands-on 

experience 

 

Together with our long-standing customer Breitsamer Entsorgung, UNTHA is creating an 

additional, particularly attractive opportunity to see several machines in live operation alongside 

our presentation at the IFAT 2022 stand. From Tuesday, 31.5, to Thursday, 2.6.2022, live demos 

will take place daily at 4 p.m., during which various materials will be tested in practice.  

 

The performance and flexibility of a shredding machine is best experienced in live operation. This is 

exactly what UNTHA shredding technology is offering at IFAT 2022 - both at the VDMA Practice Days 

on the topic of biomass and specifically for customers and interested parties.  

 

From waste wood to white goods 

The shredding specialist from Austria will be showing its entire range of mobile shredding machines at 

the Breitsamer Entsorgung site. For example, you can see the XR3000RC mobil-e, the XR3000C mobil-

e and the new ZR2400W mobil-e process various materials such as waste wood A2-A3, tyres, window 

profiles, mechanical and biological scrap/nail scrap, roll material, mixed construction waste, pulper ropes 

and white goods. UNTHA team experts will accompany the demonstrations, be available for questions 

and show the machines down to the very last details.  

 

Details and registration 

For the live demos on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday during IFAT 2022, a free shuttle service will 

be available to take visitors directly from the exhibition centre to the demo area and back. Visitors must 

register for demonstrations as places are limited. All details can be found at 

www.untha.com/en/fairs/ifat2022#live. 

 

Raffle for a free demonstration 

As a special treat, all live demo participants will be included in a raffle for a free demonstration of an 

UNTHA machine. A test run in your own company will give you the chance to put UNTHA's solutions 

through their paces - with your own material. Numerous customers have already used this option in the 

past years - and most of them have also purchased the relevant machine after the convincing test. 
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What else UNTHA will be showing at IFAT 2022 

UNTHA will be exhibiting in Hall B6, Stand 127/226 with the new ZR Class, the tried and tested XR 

Class, the proven RS four-shaft technology, the intelligent UNTHA GENIUS assistance system and the 

complete range of services offered by the UNTHA Service Competence Center. At the VDMA Practice 

Days, the XR shredder will be on show as a mobile variant.  

 

Further press releases and all continuously updated information on UNTHA's presence at IFAT 

can be found at www.untha.com/en/fairs/ifat2022. 

 

 

UNTHA shredding technology 

 

50 years of shredding technology reliability 

 

UNTHA shredding technology develops and produces customised and reliable shredding systems. The spectrum 

of applications ranges from the recovery of valuable materials for recycling to the utilisation of residual and waste 

wood to the processing of waste into secondary fuels. In this way, the company makes an important contribution to 

the conservation of resources and the sustainable recycling and reduction of waste. 

 

UNTHA was founded in 1970 and has its headquarters in Kuchl near Salzburg, Austria. The company employs 

around 300 qualified staff and is represented by a global sales network in more than 40 countries on all continents. 

This makes UNTHA one of the most important manufacturers in a growing and future-oriented industry. 

 

Press contact: 

Sandra Hribernik 

UNTHA shredding technology 

Kellau 141 

5431 Kuchl, Austria 

Tel.: +43 (0) 6244 7016 365 

Mobile: +43 (0) 664 83 09 449 

Email: sandra.hribernik@untha.com 

Web: www.untha.com 
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